We present a new ab initio method for electronic structure calculations of materials at finite temperature (FT) based on the all-electron quasiparticle self-consistent GW (QPscGW) approximation and Keldysh time-loop Green's function approach. We apply the method to Si, Ge, GaAs, InSb, and diamond and show that the band gaps of these materials universally decrease with temperature in contrast with the local density approximation (LDA) of density functional theory (DFT) where the band gaps universally increase. At temperatures of a few eV the difference between quasiparticle energies obtained in FT-QPscGW and FT-LDA approaches significantly reduces. This result suggests that existing simulations of very high temperature materials based on the FT-LDA are more justified then it might appear from well-known LDA band gap errors at zero-temperature.
[5], many-body effects are essent,ial and standard semi-classical atomic physics models quickly becomes unreliable [6] . This region of phase space is often referred to as warm dense matt,er and has been the subject of considerable interest in recent years, driven by experimental programs in high energy density physics (HEDP). To improve our understanding of materials under these conditions, quantum molecular dynamics (QMD) simulations have been used recently [7] , where for a statistically independent set of instantaneous atomic positions obtained from QMD the detailed electronic structure and electrical and optical conductivity were calculated within the finite temperature LDA (FT-LDA), which employs finite temperature Fermi distribution for calculation of the electron density and standard LDA potential. However, a well-known deficiency of the LDA is the systematic underestimation of the band gap in insulators and semiconductors. At high temperatures the conduction band is partly thermally occupied and any errors in the FT-LDA band gap directly affects the electron population of the conduction band, and, correspondingly, the calculated electrical and optical conductivity, and other properties [SI.
The GW approximation of Hedin [9] is a natural way to describe the many-body electron interactions at, the level beyond DFT. It is known [IO-121 that the GW method generat,es very accurate band structures of materials at zero temperature with typical error 2 0.2 eV compared to experiment, while typical error of LDA-DFT is -1 eV. In this paper we develop a new ab initio method for electronic structure calculations of materials at finite electronic temperature based We applied our method to five materials with a wide range of band gaps (InSb, Ge, Si, G a h , and diamond) and explore fundamental questions regarding how the band gaps and quasiparticle (QP) energy levels vary with electronic temperature in the GW approach and how this compares with the FT-LDA (in both approaches we interpret the Kohn-Sham eigenvalues spectrum as an electron spectrum). To the best of our knowledge these are the first such FT-GW calculations of the band gaps for semiconducton and insulators. We show that the GW band gaps universally decrease with temperature, in contrast with the FT-LDA where the band gaps universally increase.
At temperatures of a few eV the difference between the FT-GW and FT-LDA quasiparticle energy levels is significantly reduced compared to that at zero temperature, This is an important result showing that existing high temperature calculations based on the FT-LDA are more justified than it might appear from the known LDA band gap errors at zero-temperature. Still, the GW calculations are required to achieve 0.leV accuracy for calculated QP levels.
Because the GW method has severe demands in both its implementation and computation, further approximations are usually employed which significantly affect results. Almost ubiquitous is the one-shot GW where the self-energy is computed using LDA wave functions. Also the self-energy is usually computed from valence electrons only, omitting core contributions; or a pseudopotential (PP) constructed from the LDA replaces the core [lo] . Only recently, when reliable all-electron implementations have begun to appear, has it been shown that the one-shot GW with PP leads to systematic errors [15]. Our all-electron quasiparticle self-consistent GW approach [ll, 121 does not exploit the LDA, shape, or pseudopotential approximations in the construction of the potential; basically, no important approximation is made other than the GW approximation itself. We showed [ll, 121 that the QP energies and other electronic properties of more than 30 materials calculated at zero temperature are in excellent agreement with experiments (typical error of band gap is 5 0.2 eV).
THEORETICAL APPROACH
We now turn to the theory of the FT-GW method. Self-consistency in our FT-QPscGW method is achieved by iterations. We start with some initial hermitian and energy independent self-energy E,, ( (1)
where V, and VH are nuclei and Hartree potentials, k is the wave vector, and n is the band index.
The four Keldysh components (retarded, advanced, lesser, and greater) of the Green's function for the system in equilibrium at finite temperature T are given by [16, 171
where E F is the Fermi energy. We use the system of units where ti = k = 1. In the GW approximation the exchangecorrelation self-energy is given by C,(r,T;r',T') = iG(r, T ; r', T')W(r, 7; r', T'). The energy-independent matrix elements of exchange self-energy C, = iG<V are
+ A<(T,T')B+(T',T) and [A(T, T')B(T'>T)]</> = A</>(T, T')B>/<(T',T)
The retarded correlation self-energy E, = iGW, is 
(T,T')B(T,T')]' =

A'(T~T')B<(T,T') + A > ( T , T ' ) B~( T ,
7 ' ) and Eq. (2) and E: (9) reduces, at w > E F . to the correct time-ordered zero-temperature correlation self-energy ~3 1 .
At the final step of the iteration cycle we make the static and hermitian operator [ll, 
Here Re means that we take only hermitian part. We show elsewhere that the choice of Eq. (10) is not ad hoc but is reasonable approximation to the optimum construction of the QP Hamiltonian [12] . The show that the difference between all QP energy levels calculated by FT-LDA and FT-QPscGW becomes much smaller at T of several eV compared to zero T . This is one of the main results of this paper. This result can be explained by the fact that at high T the electrons occupy high-energy delocalized states, the electron density becomes more homogeneous compared to that at zero T , and the LDA potential, derived from exchangecorrelation functional of homogeneous electron gas, becomes more accurate. The GW band gaps show qualitatively different behavior, with fast initial reduction with T and more slow behavior at larger T . The initial fast reduction of the gaps can be explained as follows.
At zero T the absolute values of (negative) diagonal matrix elements of C, (6) 
IV. CONCLUSION
In summary, we developed a new ab initio method for electronic structure calculations at finite temperature based on the all-electron quasiparticle self-consistent G W approximation and 
